
“Sam, Jodie, Zac, Steve, Billy, and last one Gordon....” the teacher looked at the end of the 
classroom and saw Gordon. He walked over and tapped him on the shoulder. Mr R 
opened his mouth and yelled, “WAKE UP GORDON!”

Gordon stop sleeping, woke up tucked in his red t-shirt and acted like nothing happened
the teacher speed walked up to the front of the class room and stared at Gordon and 
started to speak. 

“Today is a important day today its my birthday which means I'm planning to have a great 
day.”
“Isn't that right students?” 
Every one sharpened there eyes and looked at him and nodded he then went on to the 
white bored and started to write up a math problem.
“3x - 2y equals what?’’ Sam put his hand up and vigorously yelled, ‘negative sixteen!’ then 
a giant shake rumbled through the class room it was a earthquake!!!

The class widows smashed and ricocheted on the desk then Mr R yelled “everybody get 
down”
Everyone falls down to the ground and ducks.
Mr R told everyone to get in the middle of the classroom and then a announcement came 
on and said, “EVERY ONE THIS IS A CODE BLACK GET AWAY FROM THE WINDOWS 
WE ARE HAVING A EARTHQUAKE!!!”
Most of the kids were panicking because the earthquake was getting worse and worse 
then all of the sudden the white board fell and broke into pieces is was getting out of 
control.

Mr R walked into the front of the class door and said “everybody calm down”.
Then vigorously the roof started to rumbled and the door broke off and crushed Mr R and 
killed him... blood went everywhere.
Most of the kids went into shock but Gordon stayed strong and walked in front of every 
one and yelled “everybody calm down and just sit down a wait for someone to come to 
rescue us”.

Gordon looked out the window and saw a tidal wave he knew this was the end then all of 
the sudden the tide hit.
He felt a tap on his shoulder and looked around and saw that is was a dream all along or 
was it.
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